
 

 

Special Learning’s Task Analysis Instruction Guide 

Introduction: 

Many individual’s with Autism and other disabilities learn by repetition, consistency and direct 

instruction.  Evidenced-based literature and research in the field of Applied Behavior Analysis (ABA) 

shows that we can teach many individuals adaptive skills, social skills, and vocational/job skills with an 

ABA strategy called Task Analysis.  Combining task analysis, prompting, fading, and data collection, we 

can help an individual achieve independence one skill at a time.  

 Learn more about ABA 

What is Task Analysis? 

Task Analysis is an evidenced-based ABA approach that simply “breaks down the skill” into smaller steps.  

By doing this, then the individual will have a better understanding of what is expected of them to 

complete the entire task and increases their chances of successfully mastering the entire skill and 

becoming independent.  

 

Some examples of common skills you may want to teach include: 

• brushing teeth 

• washing /drying hands 

• brushing hair 

• sweeping the floor 

• making a sandwich 

 

Learn more about Task Analysis 

What is Prompting? 

In ABA, a common technique to use with individuals is called prompting.  Prompting is a hierarchy of 

required assistance needed for an individual to complete a step or task.  When we use prompting, we 

can gauge the level of independence an individual exhibits for a particular skill.  As we begin to examine 

the level of prompting, we can then identify areas that the individual may need extra assistance.  As the 

individual masters a step/skill requiring the most assistance (full physical prompting), we can begin to 

systematically fade the level prompting to least assistance required.  In doing this approach, we will 

begin to see the individual master many skills and increase their level of independence. 

Learn more about Errorless Teaching and Prompting 

 

https://www.special-learning.com/article/ABA_Therapy
https://www.special-learning.com/blog/article/19
https://store.special-learning.com/products/product-75


 

 

What are the Levels of Prompting (Hierarchy)? 

No attempt or Refusal Individual refused to complete step or did not attempt step 

Full Physical Prompting  Hand-over-hand required for the entire step 

Partial Physical Prompting  Hand-over-hand required for initiating the step  

Light Physical Prompting Lightly touching or tapping individual’s hand to initiate step 

Modeling 
Demonstrate the step to the individual by doing it yourself or showing 

video modeling 

Gestural Prompting Pointing or signaling to initiate next step 

Verbal Prompting A verbal reminder or re-stating the step or asking “what comes next?” 

Independently Individual completed step without any prompting or assisting  

 

How to Use the Task Analysis Data Collection Sheet? 

The first step in the process is for you to actually go through the skill that you want to teach yourself, 

observe someone else performing the task, and finally, writing up the task analysis, breaking down the 

task into individual, necessary components. 

 

Next, you will place each step in the 1st column of the Task Analysis Data Collection Sheet. 

 

Take the Task Analysis Data Collection Sheet with you as you observe/teach the individual the new skill.   

Mark down the level of prompting required (0-8) for each step.  

 

 At the end of the skill, add all the prompting levels (designated by the key) and divide it by the total 

possible points. For example: if there are 10 steps, the total possible points would be 80.   

(10 steps x 8 possible points per step= 80 possible points) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 
Example of using Task Analysis Data Collecting Sheet: Wash/Dry Hands 
 

Steps: Date: 1/12 Date: Date: Date: Date: Date: 

1.) Turn on water 8      

2.) Wet hands 7      

3.) Get soap 5      
4.) Lather 5      

5.) Scrub hands 3      

6.) Rinse hands 7      

7.) Turn off water 8      
8.) Get towel/paper napkin 4      

9.) Dry hands 8      

10.) Throw paper napkin away 8      
SCORE: 63/80      

PERCENT INDEPENDENT: 78.75%      

INITIALS: AB      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Task Analysis Data Collection Sheet 

Name of Student/Learner:  

Targeted Skill:  
  

 

Steps: Date: Date: Date: Date: Date: Date: 

1.)       

2.)       

3.)       

4.)       
5.)       

6.)       

7.)       

8.)       
9.)       

10.)       

SCORE:       
PERCENT INDEPENDENT:       

INITIALS:       

 

SCORING KEY: 
0 Individual refused to complete step or did not attempt step 

1 Full Physical prompting required for the entire step 

2 Partial Physical Prompting  
3 Light Physical Prompting  

5 Modeled correct response  

6 Gestural Prompting  

7 Verbal Prompting  

8 Independent 

 


